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Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Open' competition.

2022 Coming to a Close

Our last Program and Competition meetings 
happen this month. Be sure you attend both. 
And we’ve moved the Competition to Tuesday 
the 22nd. Make note on your calendar.

December we’ll have our Annual Dinner on the 
14th – details were emailed to everyone last 
week and you’ll get a reminder before the end 
of the month.

Gear...but not cameras.

This isn’t about photo gear, but other “essen-
tials” for your bag.

Read Russ’s article here...
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Our Mission

The purpose of the Focus Camera Club is  to further its members’ enjoyment, knowledge and 
mastery of photographic skills through cooperative efforts and fellowship.

Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings

Meetings are held the Second & Fourth Wednesday of each month. Hybrid meetings – locally at Lone Tree Civic 
Center and via Zoom.  Meetings start promptly at 6:30 PM and normally end by 9:00 PM .

Tradition by Ronald Schaller
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Less Obvious Camera Bag Essentials

By Russ Burden

Some “official camera gear” isn’t sold at the most popular camera stores, but each  
piece can be of great magnitude.

From the day I decided to get into photography, I’ve been like a sponge when it comes to absorbing new 
ideas and techniques, listening to suggestions and purchasing gadgets. As the number of photographers 
I met expanded in size, I realized some were equipment “junkies” that had to own every gadget on the 
market. Others were minimalists and stuck with basic gear. As I thought about past friendships I’ve had 
with photographers in both categories and everything in between, it gave me an idea for an “tips” article. 
I looked through my camera backpack and realized a lot of pieces of gear I consider staples weren’t even 
created for photography.

Whether you’re an equipment junkie, minimalist or somewhere in between, I share with you both the 
obvious and less obvious camera bag essentials. If you’re an involved photographer out in the field every 
day or a casual shooter who waits for special events, it doesn’t change what gets carried in the pack. 
While the following items may be obvious, I want to start the list by sharing the photo gear that should 
be carried: an array of various focal length lenses, extra batteries, charger with a car adapter, a polarizer, 
an extra camera body, a flash or reflector and extra memory cards. These items are considered givens 
and every camera bag should have a reserved place for each.

Below are the items that prompted me to write this. 
Almost none of them are even found in camera stores but 
are considered essential. Will they be utilized each time 
you head into the field? In all honesty you hope not, but 
you’ll thank your lucky stars when you encounter the 
times they become essential. None are heavy or take up 
bulk, making them worth the slight bit of extra weight.

Camera Bag Essentials: Leatherman-Type Tool

It’s essential to have some brand of all-in-one tool. Be 
sure it has pliers, a screwdriver, knife, scissor and file all 
contained in a fold-up sheath that takes up little room. It 
has allowed me to make gear repairs or other modifica-
tions enabling me, or my safari participants, to continue 
in the field. If you travel by plane, transfer it into your 
checked luggage as it will get confiscated as carry on.

Headlamp

Much of the work we do requires us to be in the field before sunrise and after sunset. If the terrain is 
rocky, loose or tough to navigate, we want to see where we’re headed to prevent a twisted ankle or 
something worse, which puts a headlamp near the top of the list of less-obvious camera bag essentials.
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Whistle

Cell phones and smart watches can certainly save your life, but when all else fails regarding a cell signal 
or dead battery, a whistle may aid in your rescue. Here’s to hoping it never has to be used.

Camera Bag Essentials: String

If you photograph flowers or other small objects, background distractions can be eliminated. A piece of 
string can temporarily control the surrounding environment and allow you to return it to the way it was 
prior to making the photo. A simple strand may be invaluable for other bail-out purposes.

Duct Tape

Tape can be utilized for the same reason as string, but it can also be used to make temporary repairs that 
require waterproof solutions. Of even greater magnitude, it can be used medically in emergency to bind 
skin. The duct tape I carry is the size of a scotch tape roll.

Plastic Bag

I carry a large trash bag that takes up little room but 
can keep either me or my gear dry. If I get caught in the 
rain, it can be made into a poncho. If there’s a light 
drizzle, I can place it over my camera and tripod and 
still make photos. If the ground is wet and the best 
angle to make the photo is from down low, I lay it out 
and stay dry.

Camera Bag Essentials: Business Cards / Model 
Releases

There once was a circumstance where I was pho-
tographing an iconic scene and through it rode a 
bicyclist. I snapped away and struck up a conversation. 
I asked the rider to sign a release. I also provided a business card to add credibility and bestow a comfort 
level to get her signature.

Your Camera Manual

The last item in our list of less-obvious camera bag essentials is something many photographers soon 
forget about after purchasing a new camera: the manual. If something happens to your camera and the 
explanation is clearly written in black and white, you’ll thank your lucky stars you’ve been toting it 
around.

                                                                                                                                                         

Russ is a past club member, educator, author, competition judge, and tour guide. He has been running 
safari tours to Tanzania for many years. Visit R  uss  B  urden  P  hotography.com   to get more information.
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Program & Competition Meetings

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

11/09/22 Program – Critiquing Your Own 
Work by Colleen Miniuk

11/22/22 Subject – Architecture

11/30/22 Mentor Meeting  Canceled

12/14/22 Annual Awards Dinner

November 9 Program with Colleen Miniuk

Learning to be a tough critic of your photography is one of the most powerful, and quickest, ways to take 
your work to the next level (without even touching a camera!). By identifying behaviors and techniques 
we want to repeat – and avoid! – in future outings, shutterbugs who routinely review their photographs 
refine their photography skills and shape their creative vision faster than those who do not.

In this insightful and comprehensive presentation, professional outdoor photographer Colleen Miniuk 
reveals a plethora of  different technical and creative considerations to judge whether an image 
achieves success. Known for her thorough and tactical critiques during her workshops, Colleen will 
showcase ample examples of good and not-so-good photographs to help attendees learn a multitude of 
specific questions to ask of your own work regarding composition, lighting, depth of field, focus, story/
visual message, color, motion and more. In addition, hear some of the most common pitfalls photogra-
phers make (like mergers, “UFO’s,” and light leaks) and the solutions to resolving them.

This Month's Competition is Architecture

##  REMEMBER – this meeting is Tuesday the 22nd so it’s  
not on Thanksgiving eve.  ##

The official definition - “Images of buildings and struc-
tures (exterior or interior) for human or animal use. Can  
be old, new, abandoned or under construction. Can be  
life-sized, miniatures or models. Not acceptable are  
bridges, dams, waterways, graffiti, art works on buildings,  
billboards, etc“

Judge will be Eli Vega

And remember, we are limiting to 2 images per person 
for all Competitions done via Zoom.
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October ‘Open’ Competition Results

Media Artist Image Title Score

F16 B&W digital Dave Hull Alley Poster 9

Ronald Schaller Tradition 9

Color digital Travis Broxton joined at the hip 9

Brian Donovan My Feet Are Cold 9

Dan Greenberg Across the Columbia 9

Dan Greenberg Sunset in Taos 9

Cliff Lawson Wisdom 9

Gwen Paton Jack's Truck 9

Todd Lytle Early Morning Light 10

Judge for this competition was Russ Burden. See all the winning images in the Online Gallery.

Photo Contests

2022 Backyard & City Birds Contest

The birds we see in cities and suburbs, backyards and gardens, and balconies and rooftops are just as photo-
genic as those in other habitats. Our Backyard & City Birds Photo Contest celebrates the beauty, diversity, and 
behaviors of the songbirds, raptors, hummingbirds, and other feathered friends that we encounter in urban and 
suburban areas.

Show off your best shots! Photos may be taken wherever you call home, city parks, urban waterways, or other 
bird-friendly locations. We look forward to seeing your wonderful images!

Deadline: December 20, 2022

Visit the Birdwatching Daily website for complete info, prizes, 
and to enter your images.

ArtAscent CFE - Portraits

Portraits of people and animals tell such great stories. They evoke 
emotion. They suggest deeper meaning. They tell us about someone 
else, and maybe even ourselves. Sometimes they’re just beautiful. 
Or shocking. Or surprising. Share your PORTRAITS with words or 
imagery.

Deadline: November 30, 2022

Visit the ArtAscent website for the call for entry details and 
submission info.
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Local Photo Opps & Events

Mike’s Camera Photo / Video Expo

Our November Photo and Video Expo is back from November 12 through November 20!

Join us throughout the week for FREE online classes starting Saturday November 12 from the top Camera and 
Lens Manufacturers. Learn how to improve your skills on a variety of topics and get special discounts and sav-
ings announced EXCLUSIVELY each day.

Then join us for the main event from Friday November 18 through Sunday November 20! All Locations will be 
open 10am to 5pm Friday to Sunday!

Sell your Used gear or Trade up to New with Used Photo Pro, they will be visiting our stores all weekend! Meet 
the Reps in person and get EXCLUSIVE In-Store only Savings and Deals!

Visit the Expo webpage for details and schedules for classes, reps in stores, etc.

Denver Local Tours

Experience Denver through the eyes of a local! We offer fun and exciting walking tours of Denver’s iconic neigh-
borhoods. 

Let us be your insider guide to the Mile High City.

Visit the tour website and book your own tour of a favorite area of Denver. (The RiNo and Ghost tours 
sound like good photographic opportunities.)

DBG 2022 Free Days for York Street and Chatfield Farms

Friday, Nov. 25 (Thanksgiving Friday)  Details at https://www.botanicgardens.org/events/free-days 

Frame #37

A collection of extra tidbits discovered during the past few weeks.

— Lightroom 12 (Classic) dropped a couple weeks ago. Have you worked with the new AI masking tools 
in there? If not, here’s a good overview from Matt Kloskowski on these powerful new additions.

— Check out the 2022 Epson Pano Award winners. The gallery features shots made with film, phones, 
drones, and digital cameras. Some stunning work here.

— If you’re doing some trip planning for 2023 then consider this list of 15 least visited national parks. 
Skip the crowds and those “standard shots everyone gets” and find some new locations.

The mother art is architecture. Without an architecture of 
our own we have no soul of our own civilization.

— Frank Lloyd Wright
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